
Invertebrate Life Functions Puzzle Name:
Period:

Unscramble the terms below that are found throughout Chapter 14, Section 3.  Clues are on the next page.  Once you place the letters from the 
unscrambled words into the boxes on the next page, you will reveal an important fact about reproduction in invertebrates.
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Work: 9 points



Invertebrate Life Functions Puzzle Name:
Period:

1. any part of a larger structure in an animal, separated into sections

2. type of asexual reproduction when a new organism develops by          
pinching off of the parent organism

3. animals with this have blood that moves through open spaces in         
their body

4. animals with this have blood that moves through closed loops of         
tubes in their body

5. type of asexual reproduction when parts break off of the parent           
organism, then develop into an identical organism

6. describes the group of organs that controls all of the functions of         
the body using electrical signals

7. a specialized life cycle that includes a rapid change in appearance      
and structure of the immature organism when it becomes an adult

8. fluid inside the circulatory system; vampires        
think it is yummy

9. describes the group of organs that gets rid of extra water and              
waste from the organism’s body

10. describes a body that can be divided into two matching parts by          
drawing a line down the center of the organism; you have this

11. a tube inside an organism’s body used for respiration (breathing)

12. the front end of an organism’s digestive tract

13. collections of tissues that collect information from inside and                
outside the body of an organism

14. control center of the nervous system;             
zombies want to eat it

15. process by which an organism can get          
rid of its exoskeleton; you can’t do this           
because your skeleton is internal

Work: 9 points


